The Modular Embroidery Machine that outperforms every other multi-head on the market.
EMT16X will dramatically improve Your Embroidery Production

The Melco EMT16X Modular Embroidery System will out perform any other multi-head equipment currently available.

Amaya Sales UK always strive to distribute equipment with the latest technology which in turn gives major benefits to you, our customer. Equipment that will provide you with the very best value for money, the fastest possible return on investment and give you the highest possible production and quality of finish.

We offer the Melco EMT16X modular embroidery machines in any configuration depending on your production requirements. If you are a new starter in the industry you could start with one head (machine) and add on as your business grows. If you are an existing embroiderer, you can decide the exact number you need to satisfy your orders.

Embroidery production has changed dramatically over the last few years and the requirement now is for more flexible and efficient machinery.

Melco, always at the forefront of technology, could see this change coming. Around 15 years ago, they started developing an embroidery machine that was totally flexible and could deal with quick changes to production quantities and times. They released the Amaya (As Many As You Add) in 2003.

This produced a great reaction in the industry, as it was a complete new design in many ways. Modularity and automatic thread tensioning were the main advances that set it aside from any other embroidery machine. To this day no other company has perfected the Acti-Feed Automatic Tensioning. Other main benefits are speeds of up to 1,500 stitches a minute, laser alignment tools, 16 needles and a large sewing area of up to 54 x 43cm.

The modular embroidery system will not work efficiently without the correct operating software. Melco are the only company, worldwide, that manufacture both the equipment and the software. This allows them to produce seamless interfacing from the operating software to the Melco embroidery machines. This means that you can instantly switch from single head to multthead use in seconds. You can also configure your embroidery heads to suit your orders.

We also offer a great range of Melco embroidery design packages which allow you to be self sufficient and in control of your own work.

Training and Support
Your equipment purchase is only part of the investment you will make as a business owner. Running a successful business means you will need training and support. All equipment sold by Amaya Sales UK includes delivery (UK mainland), installation and training. This will help you become competent on the machine in the shortest possible time. When you are up and running our support team will always be there to assist you on any issues you have.

Everyone has a unique financial situation. If leasing or financing equipment is part of your business plan, we can help.

When you partner with Amaya Sales UK and Melco for your equipment and software solutions, you are getting a partner with decades of experience in the apparel industry. Since 1972 Melco has been the choice for entrepreneurs in need of embroidery machines. Amaya Sales have experts in the embroidery industry with over 30 years’ experience.

Modular versus fixed multi-head!
Over the years some large embroiders have dismissed the modular concept. The reality is that the Melco modular system will drastically out perform any other fixed multthead system currently available. This applies to both large orders or smaller personalised ones.

Many of these larger embroidery companies have now installed the Melco EMT16 Plus system in their production rooms, with amazing success. Some have said that they only require half the number of heads compared with the fixed multheads.

“4 Melco EMT16 machines replaced two of our 8 head multheads and did the same production on small runs. On a bulk order the 4 Melco EMT16 heads we had purchased embroidered 16.9 garments per hour compared to 15.3 garments on one of our fixed 8 head machines. That’s greater production in half the heads!”

Another well known company, Glenmuir, the renowned Scottish golf clothing brand have now modernised their production with Melco EMT16 Plus modular machines and at the moment have 26 heads which have replaced over 60 heads of the fixed kind. Their lead times have been reduced from weeks to around 5 days for smaller orders.

Ask us for referrals from other embroidery companies, large or small.
Around 17 years ago, Melco redefined efficiency with the first networkable, modular embroidery system. Melco EMT16X is the latest generation of the most efficient, productive system in the world.

What does a “modular” embroidery system do? With the Melco Operating System (MOS), you control every machine on the network from a single computer. This enables management of individual machines as needed, without interrupting production on the entire network. No other system gives you this level of control and flexibility! More on this below.

Modular Embroidery Network

With Melco EMT16X, you decide how many machines are needed and when, and how you want to use them. Run just one machine, or multiple. Sew tote bags on three machines, and a hat on one. Produce different designs, or all the same. Grow your business slowly, one machine at a time, or add multiple machines, whenever you like.

The Melco Operating System (MOS) acts as your network interface, providing performance monitoring for each machine. This gives the operator control of individual machines from a single computer. Conventional multi-head machines do not provide performance feedback on individual machines from a singular point.

- Use the MOS to load design files, monitor machine performance, and manage machine settings.
- Add or remove individual machines as needed to optimize embroidery production.
- Start and stop individual machines without interrupting production on the entire network.
- Run different designs on different products at the same time.
- Enjoy the benefits of a single-head embroidery machine and a multi-head embroidery machine from one awesome, flexible system.

Simple, User-Friendly Operation

One of the many core features that sets Melco apart from other machines is the patented Acti-Feed™ thread control technology. This automatic thread feed system is easy to use, unlike systems that rely on manual thread tensioning adjustments.

With Acti-Feed™, most EMT16X functions are automated. User input is only required for basic actions such as loading a design, selecting a hoop, and choosing a material. Acti-Feed™ and MOS handle the rest! Thread feed and speed are monitored and adjusted automatically, delivering fast, precise, high-quality embroidery. Melco EMT16X is a truly intelligent system!

If you’re new to embroidery, you’ll enjoy the user-friendly machine and software functions. If you’re running older model Melcos (XT/XTS or EMT16 Series), you’ll appreciate knowing the EMT16X is backwards compatible in many cases*, so it’s easy to add to your current Melco network.

*Some limitations may apply.

The Story Continues ....

Real Modular Functionality

New Lower Arm Assembly with Redesigned Trimming System

- New “flat” needle plate design for optimal sew quality.
- Self-Sharpening knife assembly is virtually maintenance-free!
- New bobbin case cover for easy access.

New Grabber Blade

New Thread Tube Assembly

New Hoop Arms
**Melco EMT16X**

**Feature Enhancements**

**Outstanding performance, efficiency, and stitch quality!**

Thanks to enhanced Melco stitch dynamics, the frequency of “thread issues” is minimized. This means more run time per machine, and greater ROI potential. In addition to amazing efficiency and performance, stitch quality is outstanding.

**Enhanced Auto Trimming**

Melco EMT16X includes a new auto trimming system that is durable and reliable. Overall trim time has been reduced dramatically, which in turn reduces overall sew time. The self-sharpening carbide knife assembly consistently slices poly, rayon, metallic, and thick Burmilana thread. It’s also virtually maintenance-free.

**Automatic Tie-In and Tie-Out Stitches**

Tie-In and Tie-Out stitches are critical for quality finished embroidery. Normally, this process requires manual editing. With Melco EMT16X, at user discretion, these critical stitches can be automatically added to the design, improving sew quality and durability.

**66% Reduction in Bobbin Tail Length**

At a tiny 6mm, these short bobbin tails produce tight, clean embroidery, reducing the time needed for finish-trimming by hand.

**New Needle Plate Design**

Melco reengineered the needle plate, creating one with more surface area to secure fabric and reduce material flagging. Not only does this help produce high-quality embroidery, it also reduces the appearance of marring or shine on the fabric caused by contact with the presser foot and needle plate.

**New Hoop Arms**

New, ultra-rigid hoop arms enable smooth performance and optimal stitch quality.

**Redesigned Thread Tube Assembly**

Extended thread tubes and new thread cone stabilizers deliver secure, smooth, consistent thread feed. Theneew design is compatible with a wide variety of thread cone shapes.

**New Grabber Blade**

Machine operators will appreciate this new feature for easy needle changes and threading. The new grabber blade features a refined shape and matte black finish to reduce glare, making it easier to change and thread needles.

**New Bobbin Case Access Panel**

When it’s time to change the bobbin, simply flip the new panel down for quick, easy access. When it’s time to install the cap driver for hat embroidery, simply turn a thumb screw to remove the access panel. No tools required!

**New Optional Accessory — Oversized Hoop**

Say bye to large wooden hoops that are subject to warping and splintering! Designed by Melco, this high-quality composite hoop enables you to utilize the full sew field of Melco EMT16X. It’s sure to become a favourite for those who embroider large designs on jacket backs and other large items. Requires extended hoop arms.

---

**Melco EMT16X Technical Specifications**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Needles</td>
<td>16 (The Industry Leader)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Stitches Per Minute On Flats</td>
<td>1500 (The Industry leader)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Stitches Per Minute On Caps</td>
<td>1200 (The Industry Leader)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Tubular Frame Size</td>
<td>500 mm x 430 mm (19.7” x 16.9”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Sew Field/ Tubular Frame</td>
<td>410 mm x 400 mm (16.1” x 15.7”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide Angle Cap Frame</td>
<td>362 mm x 82 mm (14.25” x 3.23”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conventional Cap Frame</td>
<td>152 mm x 70 mm (5.9” x 2.75”)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stitch Length Range</td>
<td>Only Limited By Hoop Size</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Configuration</td>
<td>Up To 30 (See AMAYA OS V9 Spec)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Diagnostics Capability</td>
<td>Collects Machine Data for Troubleshooting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>Cold Bright LED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply (V)</td>
<td>90–260V (Single Phase, 50/60 Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption (W)</td>
<td>Typical: 200 Watts, Max: 650 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Types</td>
<td>Servo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Capacity (W)</td>
<td>X and Z: 100 Watts, Y: 250 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Construction Material</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements W/CART</td>
<td>Width 724 mm (28.5”), Height 1541 mm (60.7”), Depth 944 mm (37.2”), Weight 95.4 kg (210.3 lbs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements W/O CART</td>
<td>Width 724 mm (28.5”), Height 907 mm (35.7”), Depth 737 mm (29”), Weight 75 kg (165 lbs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Supply (V)</td>
<td>90–260V (Single Phase, 50/60 Hz)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power Consumption (W)</td>
<td>Typical: 200 Watts, Max: 650 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Types</td>
<td>Servo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor Capacity (W)</td>
<td>X and Z: 100 Watts, Y: 250 Watts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine Construction Material</td>
<td>Aluminum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements W/CART</td>
<td>Width 724 mm (28.5”), Height 1541 mm (60.7”), Depth 944 mm (37.2”), Weight 95.4 kg (210.3 lbs).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurements W/O CART</td>
<td>Width 724 mm (28.5”), Height 907 mm (35.7”), Depth 737 mm (29”), Weight 75 kg (165 lbs).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
High-Tech is Standard

Many of these core, foundational technologies can only be found on Melco embroidery machines. The features listed here have been a staple of the Melco embroidery machine platform since 2002. Some features, like barcode scanning, are included where other brands may offer it only as an option at additional cost.

Understanding Acti-Feed™ Thread Control

Thread feed is controlled by the patented Acti-Feed™ thread control system, delivering the precise amount of thread automatically. Conventional machines require manual thread tension adjustments. With Melco EMT16X, enter a few simple inputs such as fabric type and hoop selection, and this intelligent system will do the rest!
Melco Specialist Frames

Melco Fast Clamp is the answer for hard-to-hoop items. Adjust the arms for height and width, slip the product to be embroidered over the lower arms, clamp down and go!

Simple, all-in-one system with adjustable width, adjustable arm height to fit materials of varying thickness and three sets of clamp arms: Short, Medium, Long. Ideal for shoes, shirt and trouser pockets, shirt collars, hats, car carpets, pet collars, leashes, bag straps, flip flops, purses, saddle pads, backpacks, pockets, tote bags, soft-side coolers, and more.

Wide Angle Cap Frame
Largest cap sewing field in the industry - up to 362mm x 82mm (14.25” x 3.23”)

In addition to shirts, polos, fleeces etc the Melco EMT16 is also engineered for decorating caps & hats. 3D embroidery and flat-bill caps are in the latest trend in headwear - with the EMT16 cap frame you achieve a 270 degree sewing field and conquer all these orders!

Fast Frame 7-in-1
Fast Frames is a hoopless embroidery frame, used for all difficult to embroider items. Stick on backing is placed on the underside. The adhesive backing is exposed in the open sew space of the frame. Any area that will lay down flat in the sew field you can sew. Use it for sweat band area of caps, back, sides, bill, bucket caps, collar tips, cuffs of sleeves, dog collars, gym bag centre flaps, etc. Sport knits do not get stretched out of shape. The stick on backing holds it in place. This is a much faster cost effective way of sewing hard to sew items. When you tear the item away you just place a patch on the hole from the underside and press the next item in place to sew.

Micro Cylindrical Hoop
Use with the Melco EMT16 small cylindrical arm to stitch in small areas such as pockets, shirt sleeves, and golf club covers at speeds that can’t be achieved with other embroidery systems.

Sticky Backing
Used with fast frames to hold the material in place.
Design Shop V10 has an all new look and feel, providing a user-friendly experience that is both EASY TO LEARN and INTUITIVE for the experienced digitiser.

- Convert nearly any piece of artwork into digital embroidery files with ease. DesignShop V10 has powerful graphics capabilities that perform quick conversion-to-stitches with the ability to customize. You can also change stitches to vector files on screen without using another program or switching to another screen.
- DesignShop V10 takes lettering to the next level with features like control point editing, expanded stitch editing and automatic borders.
- DesignShop V10 features sophisticated lettering capabilities for all embroidery alphabets as well as true type conversions. You can even create your own alphabets. What you see on screen is what you get with your embroidery.
- DesignShop V10 allows you to work in various view modes to see stitches, colours and final output simulations. The screen/project view gives you a pre-embroidery look at the finished product.
- DesignShop V10 also has an innovative appliqué feature (the first in the industry) that lets you display the appliqué pieces in a fabric onscreen for a realistic view of the complete design. Scale, rotate, align, group and revise your design with a click of the mouse.
- DesignShop V10 features the latest editing tools, plus advanced expanded stitch editing, auto sequence, auto lock stitch editing and many more.

Compatible with ADOBE & COREL

Choose from 4 levels & upgrade anytime!

- **DESIGN SHOP LITE:** Affordable quality lettering software with 76 font styles.
- **DESIGN SHOP:** Powerful lettering (with true type font conversion), 160 fonts, editing and digitising package.
- **DESIGN SHOP PRO:** Same as Design Shop but with Auto-Digitising.
- **DESIGN SHOP PRO+:** Same as Design Shop Pro but with the ability to import vector graphics. Also include photo-stitch and cross stitch conversion.

**TRAINING IS AVAILABLE WITH ALL PACKAGES TOGETHER WITH TELEPHONE SUPPORT.**

Add on our Vector Conversion Pack to Design Shop Lite or Design Shop Standard and give yourself fully automatic digitising with lettering and editing. Create your designs in Corel or Adobe and instantly turn them into embroidery files.
**New Features**

- Font search – enter the name or partial name of a font and get fast results
- Font previews – full font preview live preview of selected lettering & guideline for embroidery fonts
- Updated icons & toolbars – easy to use & intuitive functionality
- Enhanced file support – now compatible with ART & EMB files
- No more security dongles – virtual security key instead of dongles means transferring your software to different PC’s is easy
- Mighty Hoop support – all mighty hoops have been added to the software
- Enhanced vector support – DSV10 creates a raster preview of the vector file, enabling you to recreate the exact look & style of the design, including blends & gradients
- Updated thread charts – includes all the latest colours from Isacord & Madeira with easy search facility
- Compatible with Windows 10

**PC System Requirements**

**CPU/RAM:** 2 GHz + Latest Intel or AMD 32-bit (x64) or 64-bit (x86) multi core processor

**Operating System:** Microsoft® Windows® 10, 8 or 7 all with latest service packs installed. (32-bit or 64-bit Editions)

**Memory:** 4GB RAM, 512MB or higher of graphics memory (non-integrated)

**Hard Drive:** 80 GB hard disk space or more (at least 40 GB free disk space after installation)

**Graphics Card:** Compatible with DirectX 10 or higher, dual monitors recommended

**Input Devices:** Mouse or Tablet

**Optical Drive:** DVD-ROM Drive for software installation (Dual Layer DVD-ROM for Extras DVD)

**Internet Browser:** Microsoft® Internet Explorer® 10.0 or later (to access online content)

**Ethernet Card:** Separate/dedicated Ethernet card (DO NOT use one single Ethernet card for both the EMT16 communication and internet)
If you’re considering an investment in commercial embroidery machines, you are likely to have lots of questions. Some of them probably include the following:

- How much will an embroidery machine cost?
- How do I finance a machine?
- How do I get training?
- What kind of warranty comes with my embroidery machine?
- Is software included?
- How many embroidery machines will I need?
- How many needles do I need on a single-head machine?
- What accessories are available?
- What types of products can the machine embroider?
- How fast is a commercial embroidery machine, compared to a hobby or home embroidery machine?
- How large is the area (sew field)?

Melco embroidery equipment requires minimal operating cost, keeping your overhead and labour costs low. Plus, with our flexible financing/leasing options, a brand new Melco EMT16X embroidery system with software, training and a warranty plan can be yours for one low monthly payment.

Let’s look at a real-world example of ROI with a Melco EMT16X single-head embroidery system:

Purchase 24 caps at a wholesale cost of around £1.50 each for a total cost of £36.

With Melco EMT16X, you can embroider those caps in as little as two hours and sell them for at least £9.95 each. £9.95 x 24 equals £238.80. That’s enough revenue to easily cover a typical monthly payment for a brand new EMT16X. You can also generate the same margins on polo shirts, hoodies or whatever you care to embroider.

How do I see a machine working?

Amaya Sales UK have two main showrooms, one in Hampshire and one in Nottingham. We also attend several trade shows, business seminars and expos throughout the year. You will be given a full working demonstration of the major benefits of the unique Melco modular embroidery system together with a look at the Melco digitising software and range of accessories. One of our experts will answer any of the above questions and more that you have about the equipment or the industry.

How much does a machine cost?

This will vary, depending on how many embroidery heads you require. Our price list will show you the exact costing. You will see that the cost per head reduces depending on how many you purchase. Leasing costs for a one head system starts from around £57 per week + Vat depending on the current interest rate.

What happens next?

If you decide to purchase a new Melco EMT16X embroidery machine you will receive a 2 year warranty on parts and labour, free delivery in the UK (small extra cost for Ireland), installation and in depth training. We also provide ongoing support and advice on any production issues from our team of experts.

Melco’s History in Commercial Embroidery

Melco is an embroidery machine and software manufacturer who sell their equipment and software worldwide through a network of established distributors. Their history in the embroidery industry reaches back to 1972, and they are a present-day leader in embroidery technology. All of our embroidery equipment is engineered and developed in the United States.

If you decide to go into the garment decoration business then we can help on all aspects of this lucrative industry. Our equipment will give you the very best chance of creating a successful and sustainable business. Our support will make sure you always have the tools to succeed.
Why change?
Before the launch of the Amaya modular system in 2002, Melco used to manufacture a range of conventional multi-head machines from single to 12 head machines. Their product development team started a project to analyse the efficiency of their current range of machines and their competitors. Their findings resulted in the creation of the Melco Amaya modular embroidery system.

Their findings showed a significant amount of downtime on multi-heads throughout the course of a standard working day. They calculated that on fixed multi-head machines the average downtime during the day was almost 48%! They then set out to decipher exactly why this was.

Machine set-up time
On a 12 head machine for example, if you were to set it up for a new logo, chances are you may need to swap up to four different shades of thread. This is 48 cones of thread that need to be replaced. 12 garments then need to be hooped and the design loaded and set-up before production can commence. You can argue that this is the same for all machines, but on a modular system, you can set up one head and get it into production before setting up the next head, you don't have to wait until twelve heads are threaded before starting.

Thread breaks and bobbin breaks
On a well maintained machine, with fresh needles and a well digitised design, thread breaks should not be common place. But we all know from time to time they do occur. Bobbins also run out and every time one of these situations occurs the machine will stop. On a multi-head machine a thread or bobbin break stops all head, and if only one head has the issue almost 92% of your production stops for no reason! On a modular system this isn’t the case, only the head with the problem stops, therefore 92% of your production continues, significantly improving your output every single day.

Hoop changes
On a conventional 12 head machine, when the design is complete the machine stops and the operator begins the process of swapping all the hoops. Imagine how this would work on a modular system. If the machines do not start at the same time, they will not stop at the same time. Therefore if the operator has been trained correctly you should very rarely have a situation where production actually stops at all!

Design changes and order quantities
As you will be fully aware order quantities vary greatly, from small runs to large orders. But it is very rare for the quantities to divide exactly with the number of heads you have on your machine. This will almost always result in heads being switched off when finishing the last few garments. These heads become totally redundant and quite often can be up to 50% of your machine. On a modular machine this is simply not the case. When finishing the remaining few garments, heads that are no longer needed can easily be set up for the next order as all heads can, if need be, be controlled and used individually. Imagine how that will affect the set-up time! No more heads switched off!

Personalisation and order flexibility
Adding names to garments has always been popular, but never more so than now it seems. On a multihead, this is impossible without switching off all but one head, as a multihead can only run one design at a time. With a modular system all heads can run individual designs, giving you total flexibility.

There are many other advantages to the Melco system, but all we ask is for you to have a look at your current embroidery set-up. Have a look how often your machines are sat idle and have a look at the reasons why.

The Melco system means you can get greater production from far fewer heads. This is fact, and has been proven on many occasions, by many of our customers. It will improve your business and we would love to show you how.
What happens next?

At Amaya Sales we understand that buying from us is a significant investment. We know that in some cases this may well be a totally new venture for you and possibly an industry that up until now you have little or no experience in.

We are very proud of our team and the knowledge which we share, and feel it is vital that we pass on as much of our knowledge as possible to you, whether you are a total novice or have years of experience.

What we offer to all customers is set out below:

Comprehensive advice
We will help guide you in the right direction even before you have decided on your equipment. This can cover garment suppliers right through to your pricing strategy once you have started.

Full machine demonstrations
At any of our offices we invite you to come and see how the machines work, have a go yourself and go over your business plan for garment decoration. It may be that what you are looking to do is not best suited to our equipment and if so, we will tell you. No obligation or pressure, just a relaxed environment for you to see your ideas come to life.

Machine installation & training
All our equipment comes complete with full on-site training and installation. There is no need for you to come to us. We need to see where your equipment is being placed so we can advise you of any issues. All our training is carried out by factory qualified technicians, which is quite unique in this industry, and is structured so we can make sure you are given the best start with your new equipment. We also understand that people learn at different rates, and we account for this too.

After care
In our opinion this is arguably the most important part of the buying process. Buying from Amaya gives you the peace of mind that you have a dedicated team behind you for the duration of the ownership of your equipment. Whether you need extra supplies or simply advice, we make sure your issue is dealt with in a prompt and efficient manner. We want to continue our relationship with you for many years to come and the only way this is possible is if we are there when you need us most. We know we have the edge on many of our competitors in this field and our customers, as you will see from our testimonials, are more than happy to substantiate this.

Amaya can offer you:
- Advice on start up procedures
- Latest and most advanced equipment
- Rapid response technical support
- Finance and leasing available (subject to status)
- Spare parts are always available
- Fully equipped showrooms for working demonstrations
- Telephone support
- Free installation and training
- Over 30 years advice and experience in garment decoration

Support

Call us for a demonstration, and let us show you just how much we can help you!

Quick response from our technicians
Should any of our customers need our help, we have fully certified technicians on hand to resolve any situations promptly and professionally. We carry a large quantity of spare parts and our average turnaround time from fault to repair is less than 24 hours.

New to the industry?
Many customers who purchase machinery from us are new to the industry and we have the expertise and intention to help them succeed in their new venture, not just to supply the equipment but to help them grow their business and help with production techniques, promotion & marketing ideas and we’re always at the end of the phone to offer advice.

On-site training from our experts
Once you have purchased our equipment you will be trained on-site by a qualified technician who has years of experience with people of all backgrounds. We pride ourselves in our ability to competently train even the most inexperienced of individuals. We also do not limit the amount of training we give*.

Unlimited telephone support
In addition, you as our customer will receive unlimited telephone support for the entire time you own your equipment. We feel this is especially important when you are first setting up and also the help we give to individuals once their warranty expires reduces the chance of any labour charges.

Our Ethos

At Amaya Sales we firmly believe that the level of backup you give to your customers reflects directly on the quality of your business; we believe that no business can claim to be successful if you do not have a satisfied client base.

This is why we spend a lot of our time making sure our customers receive the very best in after care support. This level of service and commitment is the reason we believe we have an extremely high level of customer retention, the results quite simply speak for themselves.

If, after you receive your initial training you are not completely confident, we can arrange further training at no extra cost. (*Please be aware that this relates to the individual(s) which were originally trained, we cannot give unlimited training to members of staff who were not present on the initial installation unless arranged by prior agreement). Why take our word for it? We are so confident in our level of support that you can quite easily put us to the test, speak to our customers, visit them or just read some of their testimonials.

Training

Once you have decided to purchase with us we make arrangements to deliver your equipment and the training process begins.

Our technicians not only have a wealth of experience teaching people from all backgrounds and starting points, it is highly probable they are the only technicians within this industry that are required to pass written and practical examinations set by the manufacturers of the equipment we sell before they are allowed to work in the field. In addition to passing their exams they have to undergo an annual testing program also carried out by the product manufacturers to ensure their knowledge is as up to date as possible.

Why is this necessary? Well it makes certain that the training and support you, our customer, receives is as effective as possible. It gives you the peace of mind that you are buying from regulated professionals, and the intention is that your return on investment is achieved as quickly as possible due to efficiency and knowledge.
Just a quick note to provide some positive feedback for your staff who have helped me out recently and shown what a great team you have at Amaya. This has confirmed to me that we made the correct choice of equipment and support, following our months of research.

Over the weekend I had a problem with one of my EMT16’s and penned an email to Alan & Fern hoping to get a response first thing Monday morning. Alan went one better than that and responded within a few hours on Sunday, offering a number of solutions. I certainly didn’t expect this but it was great to be able to try and start the recovery process as soon as possible.

Fern responded first thing Monday and co-ordinated a plan for Alan to visit on the Tuesday. The machine was back up and running shortly after he arrived - a great relief as we had our first big order to complete. In this world we are quick to make complaints and very rare do people get a ‘thank you’ for a job well done, something that your team seem to be able to do with ease and professionalism.

- Allan, The Badger Embroidery & Print Co
The EASIEST to use embroidery framing aid on the market! Perfect for sports shirts, sweaters, jacket fronts and backs, t-shirts and much more.

The Hoopmaster is the easiest embroidery framing system; simple in design and built to withstand the punishment of a commercial environment. It’s many patented features make framing easier, faster, and more consistent. Even the most inexperienced or new employee will be framing quickly and accurately in no time at all. Your productivity & profitability will increase as well as the quality your customers deserve.

The Hoopmaster’s many patented features make framing easy, faster, and more consistent. You can document logo placement for quick setups and more consistent placement. The HoopMaster is custom made for your hoops, so there is no hardware to adjust. With the HoopMaster, new employees will be framing perfectly in no time at all.

Number and Letter Grid
The grid is used to document logo placement for repeat orders. For example, when you document that a logo is placed at "D19" all repeat orders will be consistent and easy to set up.

The Fixture Arms
The Fixture Arms hold the tubular frame perfectly square with the work surface & directly over the lower ring. All you have to do is align the shirt & press the hoop down.

Rim on the Fixture
The raised rim recesses the hoop ring at the correct depth every time. This holds the garment taut while being embroidered.

Magnetic backing
The magnetic backing material holder eliminates the need to use tape, clips or messy spray adhesive. The magnetic flaps hold the backing material in place over the lower ring while you frame the garment.

Pins on the Fixture
There is no hardware to adjust or loosen when changing logo location or hoop size. The pins automatically square the fixture with the work surface. Simply lift up the fixture and set it down in a new location using the self-aligning pins.

Also available for:
The Mighty Hoop

The Mighty Hoop is a strong magnetic hoop, which can be used on almost any embroidery machine. There is no need to adjust the outer ring of the hoop, because it holds the garment with magnetic force, and automatically adjusts for different thicknesses. Mighty Hoops reduce hoop burn, and stress on arms and wrists. You can hoop the impossible with Mighty Hoops, even Carhartt! Mighty Hoops are the latest invention patented by Midwest Products Inc., the innovators of the HoopMaster. The HoopMaster is the best-selling commercial embroidery hooping system in the world. Its patented features make it the easiest, fastest, and most consistent hooping system available in the industry. We recommend using the HoopMaster with Mighty Hoops for the ultimate hooping experience!

Although I have only had my Hoopmaster for a few days I can already see the benefits over the manual method I was using before. It’s so easy to move the board for different size shirts, and get the embroidery in the same position every time, plus I love the magnetic hoop for heavy jackets. Best part is less pressure on my wrists and arms, thank you Amaya for recommending the Hoopmaster and Mighty hoop product.

- Eleni, Marina Co.

Let the magnets do the work

Mighty Hoops are available in a range of shapes and sizes. (Please refer to price list for details.)
We also supply the following equipment:

Polyprint
DTG Printers & Inks

Roland
Print & Cut

UV Printers

Cutting Machines

Industrial DTG Printers & Inks

Graphics

We also supply the following equipment:

Garment Vinyl

Roland

UV Printers

Cutting Machines

STAHLS

Heat Presses

We also supply the following equipment:

GRAPHTEC

We also supply the following equipment:

FT BLADE

Transfer Papers & White Toner Printers

Arrange a FREE demonstration at one of our offices

Midlands Office
Unit 2A East Bridgford Business Park, Kneeton Road, East Bridgford, Nottingham NG13 8PJ

Head Office
Unit B1 Hazleton Interchange, Horndean, Hampshire PO8 9JU

Leaders in Garment Decoration Equipment

T: 02392 590281
E: sales@amayauk.com
www.amayauk.com

Follow Amaya Sales UK
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